what only Met-Lys will be done, but this dipeptic will not remain associated with ribosomes. 7-54 Choice (b) is the right...

A.  (a)-3; b)-2; c)-4; d)-6; e)-1; f)-5 B. MRN is customary for nucleotide sequences, anticodone is given a reading of 5 to 3. Additional basic mating occurs between...

primate cannot be used to transcriptize genes. 7-25 (b) Without a polymerase cessation signal, it will not stop or...

next operon downstream or in an intermediate sequence between Abd operon and the next operon. Sigma Factor dissociation in amino acid triple code. However, NASA scientists have found that the genetic code used by the alien life form is...

to have originated primarily during evolution? a) Protein (b) DNA (c) RNA (d) all came to be at the same time 7-63... guide protein synthesis. (d) A molecule that can catalyze its own replication. 7-64 Ribozyma catalyzees, which of the...

functions. Molecules code for proteins, molecules act as adapters for protein synthesis, molecules are integral...